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Abstract

We present a novel frequentist-based approach to forecast time series in the presence
of in-sample and out-of-sample breaks in the parameters of the forecasting model.
We first model the parameters as following a random level shift process, with the
occurrence of a shift governed by a Bernoulli process. In order to have a structure
so that changes in the parameters be forecastable, we introduce two modifications.
The first models the probability of shifts according to some covariates that can be
forecasted. The second incorporates a built-in mean reversion mechanism to the time
path of the parameters. Similar modifications can also be made to model changes in
the variance of the error process. Our full model can be cast into a non-linear non-
Gaussian state space framework. To estimate it, we use particle filtering and a Monte
Carlo expectation maximization algorithm. Simulation results show that the algorithm
delivers accurate in-sample estimates, in particular the filtered estimates of the time
path of the parameters follow closely their true variations. We provide a number of
empirical applications and compare the forecasting performance of our model with
a variety of alternative methods. These show that substantial gains in forecasting
accuracy are obtained.
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1 Introduction

Forecasting is obviously of paramount importance in time series analyses. The theory of

constructing and evaluating forecasting models is well established in the case of stable rela-

tionships. However, there is growing evidence that forecasting models are subject to instabil-

ities, leading to imprecise and unreliable forecasts. This is so in a variety of fields including

macroeconomics and finance. Indeed, Stock and Watson (1996) documented widespread

prevalence of instabilities in macroeconomic time series relationships. A prominent example

is forecasting inflation; see, e.g., Stock and Watson (2007). This problem is also prevalent in

finance. Pastor and Stambaugh (2001) document structural breaks in the conditional mean

of the equity premium using long time return series. Paye and Timmermann (2006) exam-

ined model instability in the coecients of ex post predictable components of stock returns.

See also Pesaran and Timmermann (2002), Rapach and Wohar (2006) and Pettenuzzo and

Timmermann (2011).

There is a vast literature on testing for and estimating structural changes within a given

sample of data; see, e.g., Andrews (1993), Bai and Perron (1998, 2003) and Perron (2006)

for a survey. Much of the literature does not model the breaks as being stochastic. Hence,

the scope for improving forecasts is limited. There can be improvements by relying on the

estimates of the last regime (or at least putting more weights on them) but even then such

improvements are possible if there are no out-of-sample breaks. In the presence of out-of-

sample breaks the limitation imposed by treating the breaks as deterministic mitigates the

forecasting ability of models corrected for in-sample breaks. This renders forecasting in the

presence of structural breaks quite a challenge; see, e.g., Clements and Hendry (2006).

Some Bayesian models have been proposed to address this problem; see, e.g., Pesaran et

al. (2006), Koop and Porter (2007), Maheu and Gordon (2008), Maheu and McCurdy (2009)

and Hauwe et al. (2011). The advantage of the Bayesian approach steams from the fact that

it treats the parameters as random and by imposing a prior (or meta-prior) distribution one

can model the breaks and allow them to occur out-of-sample with some probability. Such

methods can, however, be sensitive to the exact prior distributions used.

We propose a frequentist-type approach with a forecasting model in which the changes in

the parameters have a probabilistic structure so that the estimates can help forecast future

out-of-sample breaks. Our approach is best suited to the case for which breaks occur both

in and out-of-sample, which in particular avoids the problematic use of a trimming window

assumed to have a stable structure. The method will work best indeed if there are many
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in-sample breaks, so that a long span of data is beneficial. This is unavoidable since good out-

of-sample forecasts of breaks require in-sample information about the process generating such

breaks, the more so the more ecient the forecasts will be. The same applies to previously

proposed Bayesian methods, though the use of tight priors can partially substitute for the

lack of precise in-sample information. Having said that, our method still yields considerable

improvements even if relatively few breaks are present in-sample.

Our approach is similar in spirit to unobserved components models in which the para-

meters are modeled as random walk processes. There are, however, important departures.

Most importantly, a shift need not occur every period. It does so with some probability

dictated by a Bernoulli process for the occurrence of shifts and a normal random variable

for its magnitude. This leads to a specification in which the parameters evolve according to

a random level shift process. Some or all of the parameters of the model can be allowed to

change and the latent variables that dictate the changes can be common or dierent for each

parameters. Also, the variance of the errors may change in a similar manner.

The basic random level shift model has been used previously to model changes in the mean

of a time series, whether stationary or long-memory, in particular to try to assess whether

a seemingly long-memory model is actually a random level shift process or a genuine long-

memory one; see Ray and Tsay (2002), Perron and Qu (2010), Lu and Perron (2010), Qu

and Perron (2012), Varneskov and Perron (2012), Li and Perron (2012) and Xu and Perron

(2012). It has been shown to provide improved forecasts over commonly used short or long-

memory models. Our basic framework is a generalization in which any or all parameters of

a forecasting model are modeled as random level shift processes.

To improve the forecasting performance we augment the model in two directions. First,

we model the probability of shifts as a function of some covariates which can be forecasted.

Second, we allow a mean-reversion mechanism such that the parameters tend to revert back to

the pre-forecast average. This last feature is especially influential in providing improvements

in forecasting performance at long horizons. Functional forms for these two modifications

are suggested for which the parameters can be estimated and incorporated in the forecast

scheme to model the future path of the parameters.

Our model can be cast into a non-linear non-Gaussian state space framework for which

standard Kalman filter type algorithms cannot be used. The state space representation of

our model is actually a linear dynamic mixture models in the sense that it is linear and

Gaussian conditional on some latent random variables. See Giordani et al. (2007) who dis-

cuss the advantages of the class of conditionally linear and Gaussian state space models. To
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provide a computationally ecient method of estimation, we rely on recent developments

on particle filtering methods. The predictive distribution of the state is approximated by

a weighted sum of particles. The key to particle filtering is turning integrals into sums via

discrete approximations. The EM algorithm is used to obtain the maximum likelihood esti-

mates of the parameters. This allows treating the latent state variables as missing data (see

Bilmes, 1998) and using a complete or data-augmented likelihood function which is easier to

evaluate than the original likelihood. Since the missing information is random, the complete-

data likelihood function is a random variable and we end up maximizing the expectation of

the complete-data log-likelihood with respect to the missing data. Wei and Tanner (1990)

introduced the Monte Carlo EM algorithm where the evaluation step is executed by Monte

Carlo methods. Random samples from the conditional distribution of the missing data (state

variables) can be obtained via a particle smoothing algorithm. For an application of the use

of such methods to the estimation of stochastic volatility models, see Kim (2006). The

forecasting procedure is then relatively simple and can be carried out in a straightforward

fashion once the model has been estimated. Simulations show that the estimation method

provides very reliable results in finite samples. The parameters are estimated precisely and

the filtered estimates of the time path of the parameters follow closely the true process.

We apply our forecasting model to a variety of series which have been the object of

considerable attention from a forecasting point of view. These include the equity premium,

inflation, exchange rates and the Treasury bill interest rates. In each case, we compare the

forecast accuracy of our model relative to the most important forecasting methods applicable

for each variable. We also consider dierent forecasting sub-samples or periods. The results

show clear gains in forecasting accuracy, sometimes by a very wide margin; e.g., over 80%

reduction in mean squared forecast error for the equity premium over all popular contenders.

Finally, note that given the availability of the proper code for estimation and forecasting,

the method is very flexible and easy to implement. For a given forecasting model, all that

is required by the users are: 1) which parameters (including the variance of the errors if

desired) are subject to change; 2) whether the same or dierent latent Bernoulli processes

dictates the timing of the changes in each parameters; 3) which covariates are potential

explanatory variables to model the probability of shifts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the basic model with

random level shifts in the parameters. Section 3 discusses the modifications introduced to

improve forecasting: the modeling of the probability of shifts and the allowance for a mean-

reverting mechanism. Section 4 presents the estimation methodology: the particle filtering
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algorithm in Section 4.1, the particle smoothing algorithm in Section 4.2, the Monte Carlo

Expectation Maximization method to evaluate the likelihood function in Section 4.3, and in

Section 4.4 issues related to initialization and the construction of the standard errors of the

estimates. Section 5 presents results pertaining to the accuracy of the estimation method

in finite samples. Section 6 contains the various applications and comparisons with other

forecasting methods. Section 7 oers brief concluding remarks.

2 The basic model

We consider a basic forecasting model specified by

yt = Xtt + et (1)

where yt is a scalar variable to be forecasted, Xt is a k-vector of covariates and, in the base

case et  i.i.d. N(0,2e). It is assumed that the some or all of the parameters are time-

varying and exhibit structural changes at some unknown time. The specification adopted

for the time-variation in the parameters is the following:

t = t1 +K

t t

where K
t = diag(K


1,t, ..., K


k,t) and t = (1,t, ..., k,t)

  i.i.d. N(0,). The latent variables
K
j,t  Ber(p(j)) and are independent across j. Hence, the parameter evolves according to a

Random Level Shift (RLS) process such that the shifts are dictated by the outcomes of the

Bernoulli random variables K
j,t. When K


j,t = 1, a shift j,t occurs drawn from a N(0,2,j)

distribution, otherwise when K
j,t = 0, the parameter does not change. The shifts can be

rare (small values of p(j)) or frequent (larger values of p(j)).

This specification is ideally suited to model changes in the parameters occurring at un-

known dates. Many specifications are possible depending on the assumptions imposed on

K
t and . First, when K


1,t = ... = K


k,t, we can interpret the model as one in which all pa-

rameters are subject to change at the same times, akin to the pure structural change model

of Bai and Perron (1998). A partial structural model, can be obtained by setting p(j) = 0

for the parameters not allowed to change, or equivalently by setting the corresponding rows

and columns of  to 0. The case with K
1,t = ... = K


k,t is arguably the most interesting for

a variety of applications. However, it is also possible not to impose equality for the dierent

K
j,t. This allows the timing of the changes in the dierent parameters to be governed by

dierent independent latent processes. This may be desirable in some cases. For instance,
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it is reasonable to expect changes in the constant to be related to low frequency variations

of the random level shifts type, while changes in the coecients associated with random

regressors to be related to business-cycle type variations. In such cases, it would therefore

be desirable to allow the timing of the changes to be dierent for the constant and the other

parameters. Of course, many dierent specifications are possible, and the exact structure

needs to be tailored to the specific application under study.

The assumption that the latent Bernoulli processes K
j,t are independent across j may

seem strong. It implies that the timing of the changes are independent across parameters.

As stated above, this can be relaxed by imposing a perfect correlation, i.e., setting some

latent variables to be the same. Ideally, one may wish to have a more flexible structure that

would allow imperfect though non-zero correlation. This generalization is not feasible in our

framework. In many cases, it may also be sensible to impose that  is a diagonal matrix.

This implies that the magnitudes of the changes in the various parameters are independent.

In our applications, we follow this approach as it appears the most relevant case in practice

and also considerably reduces the complexity of the estimation algorithm to be discussed in

the next section. Hence, for the jth parameter j (j = 1, ..., k), we have

j,t = j,t1 +K

j,tj,t (2)

where j,t  N(0,2,j) and K

j,t  Ber(p(j)).

In some cases, it may also be of interest to allow for changes in the variance of the errors.

The specification for the distribution is then et = ,tt with

ln2,t = ln
2
,t1 +K


t v,t (3)

where t  N(0, 1), K
t  Ber(p) and v,t  N(0,2v).

Remark 1 When p(j) = p = 0 for all j, the model reduces to the classic regression model
with time invariant parameters. When p(j) = 1 for all j and p = 0, it becomes the standard

time varying parameter model; e.g., Rosenberg (1973), Chow (1984), Nicholls and Pagan

(1985) and Harvey (2006).

Remark 2 The model can be extended to a multiple regressions framework such as VAR
models. However, the focus here will be on a single equation model.
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3 Modifications useful for forecasting improvements

The framework laid out in the previous section is well tailored to model in-sample breaks in

the parameters. However, as such it does not allow future breaks to play a role in forecasting.

In order to be able to do so, we incorporate some modifications. Two features that are likely

to improve the fit and the forecasting performance is to allow for changes in the probability

of shifts and model explicitly a mean-reverting mechanism for the level shift component. In

the first step, we specify the jump probability to be

p
(j)
t = f(p, wt)

where p is a constant, wt are covariates that would allow to better predict the probability

of shifts and f is a function that ensure that pt  [0, 1]. Note that wt needs to be in the
information set at time t in order for the model to be useful for forecasting. We shall adopt

a linear specification with the standard normal cumulative distribution function (·), so
that K

j,t  Ber(pt) with pt = (r0 + r1wt). As similar specification can be made for the

probability of the Bernoulli random variable K
t aecting the shifts in the variance of the

errors.

The second step involves building a mean reverting mechanism to the level shift model.

The motivation for doing so is that we observe evidence that parameters does not jump arbi-

trarily and that large upward movement tend to be followed by a decrease. This feature can

be beneficial to improve the forecasting performance if explicitly modeled. The specification

we adopt is the following:

j,t  N(µ,j,t,
2
,j)

µ,j,t = (j,t1  ̄
(t1)
j )

where j,t1 is the filtered estimate of the parameter subject to change at time t  1 and
̄
(t1)
j is the mean of all the filtered estimates of the jump component from the beginning

of the sample up to time t  1. This implies a mean-reverting mechanism provided  < 0.

The magnitude of  then dictates the speed of reversion. Note that the specification involves

using data only up to time t 1 in order to be useful for forecasting purposes. Also, it will
have an impact on forecasts since being in a high (low) values state implies that in future

periods the values will be lower (higher), and more so as the forecasting horizon increases.

Hence, this specification has an eect on the forecasts of both the sign and size of future

jumps in the parameters. Similar specifications can be made to p and v,t for the changes

in the variance of the errors.
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The out-of-sample forecasts are then constructed in two steps. The first involves fore-

casting the covariates wt using a preliminary model; e.g., using an AR(p). The h-step ahead

forecast of the jump probability is then pt+h|t = (r0 + r1wt+h|t) where wt+h|t is the h-step

ahead forecast of wt+h at time t. Note that one can also forecast the regressors Xt to obtain

predicted values denoted by Xt+h|t. The second step is to forecast j,t as a weighted sum of

two dierent possible outcomes: one with structural breaks and one without. For example,

the one-step-ahead forecast at time t is

j,t+1|t = E(j,t+1|j,t) = (1 p
(j)
t+1|t)j,t + p

(j)
t+1|t(j,t + µ,j,t+1|t),

where µ,j,t+1|t = (j,t|t  ̄
(t)
j ). Longer horizon forecasts are based on forward iterations to

compute future conditional means. Therefore, the h-step ahead forecast is

j,t+h|t = E(j,t+h|j,t) = E(j,t +
h

k=1

p
(j)
t+k|tµ,j,t+k|t|j,t)

= j,t +
h

k=1

pt+k|tµ,j,t+k|t = j,t +
h

k=1

p
(j)
t+k|t(j,t+k1|t  ̄

(t+k1)
j )

As the forecast horizon increases, the probability of future structural changes also increases.

This feature is also present in some Bayesian-type forecasting methods for out-of-sample

structural breaks; see, e.g., Hauwe et al. (2011).

4 Estimation Methodology

The model described is within the class of non-linear non-Gaussian State Space models of

the form

yt = Ht(xt, vt)

xt = Ft(xt1, ut)

where yt is the variable to be forecasted and xt are the latent processes. The measurement

equation is (1) and the transition equations are (2) and (3). This implies that standard

Kalman filter type algorithms are not appropriate and that an extended estimation method

is needed. The one adopted is discussed in this section.

4.1 Particle filtering

As an alternative to simulation-based algorithms like Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

methods, particle filters and smoothers are sequential Monte Carlo methods used to evaluate
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the probability distribution of some variable x, which is hard to compute directly as in cases

for which the analytic solutions are not available. They approximate the continuous distribu-

tion of x by a discrete distribution involving a set of weights and particles {w(i), x(i)}Mi=1. We
can view particle filters and smoothers as generalizations of the Kalman filters and smoothers

for general state space models. Since our model setup includes mixtures of normal errors and

stochastic volatility, standard Kalman filtering and smoothing techniques are not applicable.

Of particular interest is the fact that sequential Monte Carlo filtering or particle filtering

enables us to approximate the conditional density f(xt|y(t)) as a weighted sum of particles,

where y(t) = (y1, ..., yt) denotes the history of the data up to time t.

The filtered distribution of xt+1 conditional on information up to time t+ 1 is

p(xt+1|y(t+1))  p(yt+1|xt+1)p(xt+1|y(t)) (4)

The likelihood p(yt+1|xt+1) is usually known, and the predicting density p(xt+1|y(t)) is given
by:

p(xt+1|y(t)) =

p(xt+1|xt)p(xt|y(t))dxt (5)

Particle filtering methods approach the filtering problem through simulations and a dis-

crete approximation of the optimal filtering distribution. More precisely, particle methods

approximate p(xt|y(t)) by

pM(xt|y(t)) =
M

i=1


(i)
t x(i)t

where  is the Dirac delta function and {(i)t , x
(i)
t }Mi=1 denote a set of weights and particles.

HereM is the number of particles. See Johannes and Polson (2006) for a brief introduction to

particle filtering, and Doucet et al. (2001) and Ristic et al. (2004) for a textbook discussion.

For applications to stochastic volatility models using particle filtering, see Kim et al. (1998),

Chib et al. (2006) and Malik and Pitt (2009). Pitt (2005) applies particle filtering to

maximum likelihood estimation, while Fernandez and Rubio (2005) apply it to dynamic

macroeconomic models. See also Creal (2012) for a survey of applications of sequential

Monte Carlo methods in economics and finance.

Via resampling {w(i)t , x
(i)
t }Mi=1 can yield an equally weighted random sample from p(xt|y(t)).

Therefore, we can discretely approximate p(xt|y(t)) by

pM(xt|y(t)) =
1

M

M

i=1

p(yt|xt)p(xt|x
(i)
t1).
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Hence, using (5) we can update p(xt|y(t)) to p(xt+1|y(t)), and using (4) we can obtain sample
particles from p(xt+1|y(t+1)). There are dierent sampling strategies developed in the litera-
ture, such as sampling/importance resampling (SIR), sequential importance sampling (SIS),

exact particle filtering and auxiliary particle filtering algorithms. We adopt the sequential

importance sampling with resampling (SISR) algorithm to get particles from p(xt+1|y(t+1)).
This algorithm was introduced by Gordon et al. (1993) to add a resampling step within the

SIS algorithm that can mitigate the weight degeneracy problem. A sequential importance

density q(xt+1|y(t+1)) is introduced, which is easier to sample from than p(xt+1|y(t+1)). By
the change of measure formula

E[f(xt+1)|y(t+1)] =
Eq[wt+1f(xt+1)|y(t+1)]

Eq[wt+1|y(t+1)]
,

with wt = p(xt|y(t))/q(xt|y(t)). Given samples from the importance density,

EM [f(xt+1)|y(t+1)] 
M

i=1

w
(i)
t+1f(x

(i)
t+1)

Given the recursive specifications for p(xt+1|y(t+1)) and q(xt+1|y(t+1)), we have

p(xt+1|y(t+1))  p(yt+1|xt+1)p(xt+1|xt)p(xt|y(t))

and

q(xt+1|y(t+1))  q(xt+1|xt, y(t+1))q(xt|y(t))

The weights are also recursive, so that:

w
(i)
t+1 =

p(x
(i)
t+1|y(t+1))

q(x
(i)
t+1|y(t+1))

=
p(yt+1|x

(i)
t+1)p(x

(i)
t+1|x

(i)
t )

q(x
(i)
t+1|x

(i)
t , y

(t+1))

p(x
(i)
t |y(t))

q(x
(i)
t |y(t))

=
p(yt+1|x

(i)
t+1)p(x

(i)
t+1|x

(i)
t )

q(x
(i)
t+1|x

(i)
t , y

(t+1))
w
(i)
t

The first equation follows from the definition of the change of probability measures, and the

second from the recursive representation for p(xt+1|y(t+1)) and q(xt+1|y(t+1)). We summarize
the steps involved in implementing the SISR algorithm in the context of our forecasting

model with one parameter subject to change and no stochastic volatility, in which case the

state or latent variables are {K
t } and j,t.
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• Particle filtering algorithm based on SISR: First, for i = 1, . . . ,M : generate

K
(i)
0  Ber(p0), then 

(i)
0  K(i)

0 N(µ0 ,
2
0
). Set the initial weights tow(i)0 = (1/M).

Second, for t = 1, . . . , T : generate K(i)
t  Ber(pt) and 

(i)
t = 

(i)
t1+K

(i)
t N(µ,t,2),

compute

w
(i)
t  p(yt|x

(i)
t )w

(i)
t1 

1
22e

exp(
(yt Xt

(i)
t )

2

22e
),

for i = 1, . . . ,M , and normalize the weights to get ŵ(i)t = w
(i)
t /

M
i=1w

(i)
t . Then,

resample {(i)t , K
(i)
t }Mi=1 with probability ŵ

(i)
t , and set w

(i)
t = (1/M). Repeat the steps

above increasing from t+ 1 until T .

Remark 3 Resampling the particles {(i)t , K
(i)
t }Mi=1 implies replicating a new population of

particles from the existing population in proportion to their normalized importance weights.

In Gordon et al. (1993), resampling is carried out every time period, andM random variables

are drawn with replacement from a multinomial distribution with probabilities {ŵ(i)t }Mi=1. After
resampling, we set the weights of the particles to a constant (1/M). This resampling scheme

allows solving the weight degeneracy problem of the SIS algorithm.

Remark 4 Liu and Chen (1995) suggest to resample only when the importance weights are
unstable to decrease the eect of Monte Carlo variation impacted to the estimator. The

eective sample size (ESS) as a measure of the weight instability is defined as:

ESS =
1

M
i=1(ŵ

(i)
t )

2

At each time period, ESS is calculated and compared to a user chosen threshold. If ESS

drops below the threshold, then resampling is performed. Usually the threshold is picked as a

percentage of the number of particles, e.g., in the range 0.5 to 0.75. In our applications, we

use 0.5.

4.2 Particle Smoothing

The particle smoothing algorithm is designed to obtain particle smothers {s(i)t }Mi=1 with
certain weights {w(i)t }Mi=1 from p(xt|y(T )). Godsill et al. (2004) provide a forward-filtering and
backward-simulation smoothing procedure. It allows drawing random samples from the joint

density p(x0, x1, . . . xT |y(T )), not only the individual marginal smoothing densities p(xt|y(T )).
The smoothing algorithm relies on a pre-filtering procedure and previously obtained set of
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particles {w(i)t , x
(i)
t }Mi=1 for each time period. The main ingredients behind the smoothing

algorithm are the relations:

p(x1, x2, . . . , xT |y(T )) = p(xT |y(T ))
T1

t=1

p(xt|xt+1, . . . , xT , y(T ))

and

p(xt|xt+1, . . . , xT , y(T )) = p(xt|xt+1, y(t))

=
p(xt|y(t))p(xt+1|xt)

p(xt+1|y(t))
 p(xt|y(t))p(xt+1|xt)

The first equality follows from the Markov property of the model and the second from Bayes’

rule. Since random samples {x(i)t }Mi=1 from p(xt|y(t)) can be obtained from the particle filtering
algorithm, p(xt|xt+1, . . . , xT , y(T )) can be approximated as

M
i=1w

(i)
t|t+1x(i)t

(xt) with modified

weights

w
(i)
t|t+1 =

w
(i)
t p(xt+1|x

(i)
t )M

i=1w
(i)
t p(xt+1|x

(i)
t )
.

This procedure is performed in a reverse-time direction conditioning on future states. Given

a random sample {st+1, . . . , sT} drawn from p(xt+1, . . . , xT |y(T )), we take one step back and
sample st from p(xt|st+1, . . . , sT , y(T )). The smoothing algorithm is summarized as follows

in the context of the simple version of our model.

• Particle smoothing algorithm: Consider the weighted particles obtained from
the filtering algorithm {w(i)t , 

(i)
t , K

(i)
t }Mi=1 for i = 1, . . . ,M , and t = 1, . . . , T . Let

{s(j),t, s
(j)
K1,t
}Mj=1 be a set of particle smoothers. First set s

(j)
,T = 

(i)
T and s(j)K1,T

= K
(i)
T

with probability (1/M). Then, for t = T  1, T  2, . . . , 1, compute

w
(i)
t|t+1  w

(i)
t p(s

(j)
,t+1|

(i)
t )  {pt+1exp(

(s
(j)
,t+1  

(i)
t  µ,t)2

22
)}s

(j)
K1,t+1{1 pt+1}

1s(j)K1,t+1

for i = 1, . . . ,M , and let s(j),t = 
(i)
t and s(j)K1,t+1

= K
(i)
t with probability w(i)t|t+1. Repeat

the steps above decreasing from t1 until 1 to obtain {s(j),t, s
(j)

K
t ,t+1

} as approximations

to p(t, K

t |y(T )), for j = 1, . . . ,M .

4.3 MCEM algorithm

Frequentist likelihood-based parameter estimation of non-linear and non-Gaussian state

space models using particle filters and smoothers is not straightforward. The gradient-based
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optimizer suers from a discontinuity problem caused by the resampling. Here, we follow the

Monte Carlo Expectation Maximization (MCEM) method proposed by Olsson et al. (2008).

The Basic EM algorithm is a general method to obtain the maximum-likelihood estimates of

the parameters of an underlying distribution from a given data set with missing values. Sup-

pose the complete data set is Z = (Y,X), in which Y is observed butX is unobserved. For the

joint density p(z|) = p(y, x|) = p(y|)p(x|y,), we define the complete-data likelihood
function by L(|Y,X) = p(Y,X|). The original likelihood L(|Y ) is the incomplete-data
likelihood. Since X is unobserved and may be generated from an underlying distribution,

e.g., the transition equation in a state space model, L(|Y,X) is indeed a random vari-

able. Therefore, we maximize the expectation of logL(|Y,X) with respect to X, with the
expectation defined by:

Q(,(k1)) = E[logL(|Y,X)|Y,(k1)] =

logp(Y, x|)p(x|Y,(k1))dx

The dierence between Monte Carlo EM algorithm and the basic EM algorithm is that

when evaluating Q(,(k1)), the MCEM uses a Monte-Carlo based sample average to

approximate the expectation. The Monte Carlo Expectation or E-step is:

Q(,(k1)) =
1

M

M

i=1

logp(Y, x(i)|)

where {x(i)}Mi=1 are random samples from p(x|Y,(k1)). Given current parameter estimates,
random samples from p(x|Y,(k1)) are simply the particle smoothers {s(i)t }Mi=1 obtained as
described above. The Maximization or M-step is:

(k) = argmax

Q(,(k1))

These two steps are repeated until (k) converges. The rate of convergence has been studied

by many researchers; e.g., Dempster et al. (1977), Wu (1983) and Xu and Jordan (1996). In

the context of the simple version of our model, the specifics of the algorithm are as follows.

For the E-step, the complete likelihood of {1, . . . , T , K

1 , . . . , K


T , y1, . . . , yT} is

f(, K1, Y ) =
T

t=1

f(t|t1, K

t )

T

t=1

f(K
t )

T

t=1

f(yt|t, K

t )

= {
T

t=1

1
22

exp(
(t  t1  µ,t)2

22
)}K


t

T

t=1

p
K
t

t (1pt)1K

t

T

t=1

1
22e

exp(
(yt Xtt)

2

22e
)
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The log-likelihood function is:

2logf(, K, Y ) =

T

t=1

K
t [log(

2
) +

(t  t1  µ,t)2

2
]

2
T

t=1

[K
t log(pt) + (1K


t )log(1 pt)]

+
T

t=1

[log(2e) +
(yt Xtt)

2

2e
]

The expectation of the complete log-likelihood function with respect to the unknown state

variables , K given Y and current parameter estimates(k1) is the objective function to be

maximized (or minimized if using the negative of the log-likelihood function). For the Monte

Carlo EM algorithm, we approximate the expectation by Monte Carlo sample average with

random samples drawn from p(t, K

t |yT ) obtained using the particle smoothing algorithm.

Then,

Q(,(k1)) = E[2logf(, K, Y )|Y,(k1)]

=
1

M

M

i=1

{
T

t=1

K
(i)
t [log(2) +

(
(i)
t  

(i)
t1  µ

(i)
,t)

2

2
]

2
T

t=1

[K
(i)
t log(pt) + (1K

(i)
t )log(1 pt)]

+
T

t=1

[log(2e) +
(yt Xt

(i)
t )

2

2e
]}

For the M-step, note that conditional on K, the model is a linear Gaussian state space

model. Hence, standard maximum likelihood estimates are obtained by solving the first

order condition.

Remark 5 For the full model with stochastic volatility, the estimation methodology is the
same. The dierence is that instead of having two state variables, we now have four state

variables {t, K

t , ln

2
,t, K


t }. Similarly, if dierent parameters are allowed to vary indepen-

dently, we simply add the additional latent variables (jt, K

jt).

4.4 Selection of the initial values and construction of the standard errors

In order to speed up the convergence of the estimation algorithm, we can use information

from the data in order to provide better initial parameter values. Consider for example, the
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simple model

yt = t + et

t = t1 +K

t t

where t  N(0,2), et  N(0,2e) and K

t  Ber(p). The initial parameter values are set

to p(0)2
(0)

 = |var(y  y2) var(y  y1)| and 2
(0)

e = (var(y  y1) p(0)2
(0)

 )/2. We set

p(0) according to prior judgment about the frequency of the jumps.

To construct the standard errors of the estimates, Louis (1982) provides a way of obtaining

the information matrix when using the EM algorithm. It is given by

I =

T

t=1

E[B(t, ̂)|t]
T

t=1

E[S(t, ̂)S
T (t, ̂)|]

2
T

t<k

E[S(t, ̂)|]E[S(k, ̂)|]


where S(t, ̂) and B(t, ̂) are the first and second order derivatives, respectively and 

refers to the complete data set including both observed data and unobserved state variables.

However, since simulations are used in the EM algorithm, this may cause discontinuities, in

which case this method is unstable and cannot always provide a positive definite covariance

matrix. Duan and Fulop (2011) proposed a stable estimator of the information matrix

applicable to the EM algorithm. They estimate the variance using the smoothed individual

scores. Define at() = E[logf(xt|t1,)/|Y,], then the estimate of the information
matrix is

Î = 0 +
l

j=1

w(l)(j + 

j)

where j =
Tj

t1 at(̂)at+j(̂)
 and w(j) = 1 j/(l + 1). This method is easy to compute

and does not require evaluations of the second-order derivatives of the complete data log-

likelihood.

5 Simulations

We now present simulation results to assess the adequacy of our estimation method in pro-

viding good estimates in finite samples. All simulation results are obtained from N = 1000

particles and the sample size is T = 1000. The number of replications is 500.
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We start with a simple model in which only a constant is included as a regressor and the

variance of the errors does not change. The model is then

yt = t + et (6)

t = t1 +K

t t

where et  i.i.d. N(0,2e), t  i.i.d. N(0,2) and K

t  Ber(pt) with pt = (r0 + r1wt).

We start with a case with infrequent shifts with parameters given by 0 = (r0, r1,e,) =

(1.96, 4, 0.2, 0.2). Since we are not concerned about forecasting here, we set µ,t = 0. The
covariate wt is a vector in which every 50 time periods wt = 1, and 0 otherwise. Hence, a

shift occurs with probability very close to one every 50 periods, otherwise the probability

of a shift is 2.5%. We also consider a case with frequent jumps so that a shift occurs with

probability 0.5 every time period. In this case the parameter values are 0 = (0, 0, 0.2, 0.2).

In both cases, we use the true parameter values as the initial conditions. Table 1 (panel A)

presents the mean and standard errors of the estimates showing that, in both cases, they are

very accurate. Figure 1(a,b) presents a plot of the true path of the process t along with

the filtered estimates t|t obtained for the particle filter algorithm. This is done for a single

realization chosen randomly. These reveal that the filtered estimates provide very accurate

estimates of the time path of the parameter.

We now present results when using adding a mean reverting component and allowing the

variance of the errors to change. Hence, et = ,tt with

ln2,t = ln
2
,t1 +K


t v,t (7)

where t  i.i.d. N(0, 1), K
t  Ber(p) and v,t  i.i.d. N(0,2v). Also,

t  N(µ,t,
2
)

µ,t = (t1  ̄
(t1)

)

The true parameters are 0 = (r0, r1, p,,v,, ) = (1.96, 4, 0.5, 0.95, 0.2, 0.2,0.1).
The covariate wt is as specified before. The mean and standard deviations of the estimates

are presented in Panel B of Table 1. Figure 2 presents a graph of the path of the true t and

ln2,t along with their filtered estimates, again for a single realization chosen randomly. The

results show that the mean values of the estimates are close to the true values. The filtered

estimates of t and ln
2
,t follow the general time variations of the true processes, though

not as precisely as in the simplified case.
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To assess the robustness of our estimation method, we first consider the simplified model

(6) with K
t  Ber(p) for two extreme cases involving a constant probability of changes.

One has t constant (jump probability 0) and the other has t changing every period (jump

probability 1). Here, the parameter space of interest is  = (p, e,). The simulation results

for the means and standard deviations are presented in Table 2 for both cases. For the case

with p = 0, the estimates are very accurate. When p = 1, p is very precisely estimated but

the estimates of e and  are slightly biased upward.

The next experiment aims to assess whether it is detrimental to introduce a mean rever-

sion component when none is present. To that eect, we use model (6) with the addition

that

t  N(µ,t,
2
)

µ,t = (t1  ̄
(t1)

)

The true parameter values are 0 = (r0, r1,e,, ) = (1.96, 4, 0.2, 0.2, 0). The results
presented in the last panel of Table 2 show that the estimate of all parameters are precise

so that no eciency loss is incurred.

6 Forecasting applications

We consider a variety of forecasting applications pertaining to variables which have been the

object of intense attention in the literature: the equity premium, inflation, the treasury bill

rate and exchange rates. We compare the forecasting performance of our model relative to

popular forecasting methods applicable to the dierent variables. In all cases, our model

provides improved forecasts, in some cases by a considerable margin.

Throughout, the out-of-sample forecasting experiments aim at evaluating the experience

of a real-time forecaster by performing all model specifications and estimations using data

through date t, making a h-step ahead forecast for date t + h, then moving forward to

date t + 1 and repeating this through the sub-sample used to construct the forecasts. The

estimation of each model is recursive, using an increasing data window starting with the

same initial observation. The forecasting performance is evaluated using the mean square

forecast error (MSFE) criterion defined as

MSFE(h) =
1

Tout

Tout

t=1

(ȳt,h  ȳt+h|t)2
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where Tout is the number of forecasts produced, h is the forecasting horizon, ȳt,h =
h

k=1 yt+k

and ȳt+h|t =
h

k=1 yt+k|t with yt+k the actual observation at time t+ k and yt+k|t its forecast

conditional at time t. To ease presentation, the MSFE are reported relative to some bench-

mark model, usually the most popular forecasting model in the literature. In all cases, we

allow mean reversion in the paramters of the model when constructing forecasts using our

model.

6.1 Equity premium

Forecasts of excess returns at both short and long-horizons are important for many economic

decisions. Much of the existing literature has focused on the conditional return dynamics and

studied the implications of structural breaks in regression coecients including the lagged

dividend yield, short interest rate, term spread and the default premium. However, most

of the research has focused on modeling the equity premium assuming a certain number of

structural breaks in-sample while ignoring potential out-of-sample structural breaks. Re-

cently, Maheu and McCurdy (2009) studied the eect of structural breaks on forecasts of the

unconditional distribution of returns, focusing on the long-run unconditional distribution in

order to avoid model misspecification problems. Their empirical evidence strongly rejects

ignoring structural breaks for out-of-sample forecasting. We consider using our forecasting

model with dierent specifications. One models the unconditional mean of excess returns in-

corporating random level shifts in mean, with the time varying jump probabilities influenced

by the absolute rate of growth in the earning price ratio. We also consider a conditional

mean model using the dividend yield as the explanatory variable.

Following Jagannathan et al. (2000), we approximate the equity premium of S&P 500

returns as the dierence between stock yield and bond yield. The data were obtained from

Robert Shiller’s website (http://www.econ.yale.edu/~shiller/data.htm). According to Gor-

don’s valuation model, stock returns are the sum of the dividend yields and the expected

future growth rate in stock dividends. We use the average dividend growth rate to proxy for

the expected future growth rate. The data is monthly and covers the period from 1871 to

2012.5. High quality monthly data are available after 1927, before 1927 the monthly data

are interpolated from lower frequency data. We use the 10-year Treasury constant maturity

rate (GS10) as the risk free rate.
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We start with a simple random level shift model without explanatory variables given by:

yt = t + et (8)

t = t1 +K

t t

where et  i.i.d. N(0,2e), t  i.i.d. N(µ,t,2), µ,t = (t1̄
(t1)

),K
t  Ber(pt) with pt

= (r0+r1wt). The covariate wt used to model the time variation in the probability of shifts

is the lagged absolute value of the rates of changes in the EP ratio. The rational for do-

ing so that it is expected that large fluctuations in the earning price ratio induce a higher

probability that excess stock returns will experience a level shift in the unconditional mean.

We also allow a mean reversion component and to assess its eect we also consider a version

without it. To implement the forecasts, we use an AR(p) model to forecast wt for which, here

and throughout all applications, the number of lags is selected using the Akaike Information

Criterion (AIC) with a maximal value of 4.

We also consider a conditional forecasting model that uses the lagged dividend price ratio

as the regressor. The specifications are

yt = 1t + 2tdpt1 + et (9)

where, with t = (1t, 2t),

t = t1 +K

t t.

Lettau and van Nieuwerburgh (2007) analyzed the implications of structural breaks in the

mean of the dividend price ratio for conditional return predictability. Xia (2001) studied

model instability using a continuous time model relating excess stock returns to dividend

yields. They model the coecient t to follow an Ornstein—Uhlenbeck process and the

ensuing estimates of the time varying coecient 2t revealed instability of the forecasting

relationship. Hence, instabilities have been shown to be of concern when using this con-

ditional forecasting model, which motivates the use of our forecasting model. Besides the

addition of the lagged dividend price ratio as regressors, the specifications are the same as

for the unconditional mean model (8).

We consider various versions depending on which coecients are allowed to change and

if so whether they change at the same time. These are: 1) the unconditional mean model

(8) with level shifts, 2) the conditional mean model (9) with the coecient on the lagged

dividend yield allowed to change (K
1t = 0) , 3) the conditional mean model (9) with the

constant allowed to change (K
2t = 0). We compare our forecasting model with the most
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popular forecasting models used in the literature. These are: 1) a rolling ten-years average

(used as the benchmark model); 2) the historical average; 3) the conditional model with

a constant and the lagged dividend price ratio as the regressors without changes in the

parameters.

We first consider 1998-2012 as the forecasting period, with forecasting horizons 1, 3, 6, 12,

18, 24, 30, 36, 40. The results are presented in Table 3.1. The first thing to note is that all

three versions involving random level shifts perform very well and are comparable. The best

model for horizons up to 6 months is the conditional mean model (9) with the coecient

on the lagged dividend yield allowed to change (K
1t = 0), though the dierence are quite

minor. For longer horizons, the the unconditional mean model (8) with level shifts is the

best. What is noteworthy is that our model performs much better than any competing

forecasting models. This is especially the case at short-horizons, for which the gain in

forecasting accuracy translates into a reduction in MSFE of up to 90% when compared to

the conditional model with no breaks (and even more so when compared to the rolling 10

year average or the historical average, the latter performing especially badly). At longer

horizons, the unconditional mean model (8) with level shifts still perform better than the

conditional model with constant coecient but to a lesser extent. Figure 3 presents a plot of

the forecasts obtained from the various methods (without the historical average) for horizons

1, 12, 24 and 36 months. On can see that the forecasts from the random level shift model

track the actual data quite well.

To assess the robustness of the results we also consider the forecasting period 1988-1996,

given that it oers an historical episode with dierent features. What is noteworthy is that

the conditional mean model with constant parameters now performs very poorly with MSFE

more than four times the rolling 10 year average. On the other hand the models with random

level shifts continue to perform very well, with MSFE around 10% of the rolling 10 years

average at short horizons, and around 20% at longer horizons. All models with random level

shifts have comparable performance at short horizons, but the conditional mean model (9)

with the constant allowed to change (K
2t = 0) is best at longer horizons.

In summary, the evidence provides strong evidence that our forecasting model oers

marked improvements in forecast accuracy. It does so at all horizons with results that are

robust to dierent forecasting periods.
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6.2 Inflation

Stock and Watson (2007) documented the fact that the rate of price inflation in the United

States has become easier to forecast in the sense that using standard methods yields a lower

MSFE since the mid-1980s (the “Great Moderation”). At the same time, however, they

showed that the advantage of using a multivariate forecasting model such as the backward-

looking Phillips curve has declined concurrently. Hence, in fact inflation has become harder

to forecasts except for the fact that the variance of the shocks is smaller. They argued that

the best forecasting model is an unobserved components model with stochastic volatility

(UC-SV model) which allows for changing inflation dynamic in both the conditional mean

and the variance. They conjectured two reasons for the deterioration. One is due to the

changes in the variance of the various activity measures used as predictors and the other is

due to changes in coecients. We consider extending both the UC-SV model and the popular

backward-looking Phillips curve model to incorporate random level shifts in the parameters

and stochastic volatility.

The data used were collected from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis and the US

Bureau of Labor Statistics and are the monthly CPI for all items and the civilian unemploy-

ment rates (seasonally adjusted) from 1960-2012. Annual inflation rates are constructed as

t = 1200ln(Pt/Pt1).

The unobserved components model with stochastic volatility for inflation yt is given by:

yt = t + et

t = t1 +K

t t

et = ,tt

ln2,t = ln2,t1 + v,t

with the various variables as defined in Section 2. In this case the probability of shifts is

modelled using the unemployment rate as the covariate.

The other class of models considered are based on the popular backward looking Phillips

curve

t+1 = tt + µ+ (L)t1 + ut + (L)ut + ,tt (10)

where only the coecient of the current value of the first-dierences in inflation is allowed

to change and (B), (B) are polynomials in the lag operator L whose order is selected

using AIC. Also, t, ,t and t are as specified above, with the mean reversion mechanism
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incorporated for t. The covariate wt used to model the probability of shifts in t is the

eective federal funds rate.

We also considered several models used in Stock and Watson (2007) for forecasting com-

parisons. Those are: 1) the AR(AIC) model, which simply uses an AR(p) model for the

first-dierences of inflation with the lag order selected using the AIC. 2) AO model as sug-

gested by Atkeson and Ohanian (2001) which is simply a 12 periods backward average so

that the h-steps ahead forecast is given by

t+h|t =
1

12
(t + t1 + · · ·+ t11).

Note that in this case multi-steps forecasts are the same for all horizons. Since we are using

monthly data, the forecasts of future inflation are based on a rolling but fixed length window

of average inflation for the previous 12 months. 3) Backward-looking Phillips curve which

is the same as model (10) but without allowing for changes in coecients and stochastic

volatility. We also consider a slight modification that drops the regressor ut and only in-

clude the stationary predictors ut. This version is labelled as model PC-u. 4) UC-SV
(unobserved component with stochastic volatility) model:

t =  t + t

 t =  t1 + t

where t = ,t,t, t = ,t,t, ln
2
,t = ln2,t1 + v,t, ln

2
,t = ln2,t1 + v,t with t =

(,t, ,t)  i.i.d. N(0, I2), vt = (v,t, v,t)  i.i.d. N(0, I2). Here,  is the only parameter in
the model. It controls the smoothness of the stochastic volatility process. We follow Stock

and Watson (2007) and set  = 0.2 as a prior when forecasting. Since this is a one step

ahead model, multistep forecasts are calculated using an iterated method.

The results are presented in Table 4 for the forecasting period 1984 to the end of the

sample and forecast horizons h = 1, 4, 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 84, 96 months. The UC-SV model

is used as the benchmark. Consistent with the results of Stock and Watson (2007), the

UC_SV performs best at short horizons up to 12 months with the two models with random

level shifts close second and third. At longer forecasting horizons, the UC_SV model with

random level shifts performs best with reductions in MSFE of up to 20% at the 5 years

horizon. At the longest horizon considered, 96 months, the naive AO forecasts are the best

but the methods is, however, very unreliable at short horizons. The forecasts of the basic

UC_SV model, the UC_SV model with random level shifts and the Phillips Curve model

with random level shifts are presented in Figure 4 for foreacst horizons h = 4, 48 and 96
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months ahead. The results show how the the UC_SV model with random level shifts tracks

actual inflation more closely.

Overall, the UC_SV model with random level shifts provides substantial improvements

over the standard UC_SV model at long horizons and is still competitive at short horizons.

6.3 Exchange rates

Since the work by Meese and Rogo (1983a,b), the prevalent view has been that a simple

random walk model has a better forecasting performance than macroeconomic models of

exchange rates. However, the forecasting failure of fundamental models may not be due to

the lack of correlation between fundamentals and exchange rate fluctuations but may be the

outcome of instabilities in the relationships. Such instabilities have been documented by

Rossi (2006) and Kilian and Taylor (2003), among others. Using tests robust to parameter

instability, they reached the conclusion that exchange rates are not random walks in-sample.

Here, we shall directly consider two popular fundamentals-based models of exchange rate

allowing for time variations in the parameters and compare their forecasting performance to

the simple random walk model.

The first is the Uncovered Interest Rate Parity Model (UIRP) which specifies that the

first-dierences of the logarithm of the bilateral nominal exchange rate, st, is determined by

st+1  st = 1 + 2zt + t+1

where zt = ft  st, with ft the long-run equilibrium level of the nominal exchange rate

determined by macroeconomic fundamentals. In the UIRP model, ft = (it  it ) + st, where
it it is the short-term interest rate dierence between the home and foreign countries. The
UIRP model with time-varying parameters, can then be written as:

st+1  st = 1t + 2t(it  i

t ) + t+1 (11)

We shall apply this model using monthly data (not seasonally adjusted) of the exchange

rates for the Japanese Yen and the Canadian Dollar relative to the US dollar. The exchange

rate data were obtained from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. The

monthly interest rates for government securities and bonds for Japan, Canada and the USA

were obtained from the IMF’s International Financial Statistics database. The sample is

from 1971:1 to 2012:4. Data prior to 1984 are used for the in-sample estimation, and we

consider forecasts up to 24-months ahead.
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The second model is one with the so-called Taylor Rule fundamentals as proposed by

Molodtsova and Papell (2007). In this model, the interest rate of the home country is

assumed to follow a Taylor rule (Taylor, 1993) given by:

it = t + (t  T ) + ygapt + r

where t is the inflation rate, T is the target level of inflation, y
gap
t is the output gap and

r is the equilibrium level of the real interest rate. If we assume that the coecients of the

Taylor rule in the foreign countries are similar to the those of the home country, we obtain,

in first-dierences, that:

it  it = (1 + )(t  

t ) + (y

gap
t  ygapt )

Then the exchange rate model with time varying parameters is:

st+1  st = 1t + 2t(t  

t ) + 3t(y

gap
t  ygapt ) + t+1 (12)

For the inflation series, we use monthly data of the CPI for all items from the Federal banks

of St. Louis database and calculate the compounded annual rate of change. The output gap

series are constructed based on industrial production indices (seasonally adjusted) as the

percentage dierence between actual and potential output at time t, where potential output

is measured by the linear time trend in output.

The models with time variations in the parameters that we consider are; 1) UIRP_level

shift: Model (11) with K
2t = 0; 2) UIRP_RLS: Model (11) with K

1t = 0; 3) UIRP_ Kt:

Model (11) with K
1t = K

2t so that both parameters are allowed to change according to

the same latent Bernoulli variable; 4) UIRP_ K1t, K2t: Model (11) with K

1t = K


2t so that

both parameters are allowed to change according to dierent latent Bernoulli variables; 5)

Taylor-Rule_level shift: Model (12) with K
2t = K


3t = 0; 6) Taylor-Rule_RLS (inflation):

Model (12) with K
1t = K


3t = 0; 7) Taylor-rule_RLS (output gap): Model (12) with K


1t =

K
2t = 0; 8) Taylor-Rule_constant+inflation_Kt: Model (12) with K


1t = K


2t and K


3t = 0;

9) Taylor-Rule_constant+output_Kt: Model (12) with K

1t = K


3t and K


2t = 0; 10) Taylor-

Rule_constant+inflation_K1t, K2t: Model (12) with K

1t = K

2t and K

3t = 0; 11) Taylor-

Rule_constant+output_K1t, K2t: Model (12) withK

1t = K


3t andK


2t = 0. We also consider

a random walk model with random level shifts. In all cases, mean-reversion in the parameters

is allowed and, in all cases with a single latent Bernoulli random variable, the covariate wt
used to model the time-varying probabilities is the change in stock returns, constructed from

the logarithm of the monthly S&P stock price index. For models with two Bernoulli random
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variables, the additional covariate is the change in M2. The popular competing models to

which we make comparisons are: 1) the random walk model; 2) the UIRP with constant

coecients; 3) the Taylor-Rule with constant coecients.

The forecasting period is 1969:1 to the end of the sample and we consider the forecast

horizons h = 1, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24 months. The results are presented in Table 5.1 for Canada

and 5.2 for Japan. For Canada, the best forecasting models are the various versions of

the UIRP with random level shift parameters and the random walk model with random

level shifts. The model with the smallest MSFE for all horizons is the UIRP_ K1t, K2t

for which both parameters are allowed to change according to dierent latent Bernoulli

variables. The gains in forecast accuracy range from 2% to 8%. These reductions are more

modest in comparisons with the other series analyzed but still important given the diculty

in forecasting exchange rates. The results are broadly similar for Japan, though in this case

the UIRP_RLS version has smallest MSFE at longer horizons.

6.4 Interest rate forecasting

Another variable of interest, which has attracted attention from a forecasting perspective is

the U.S. T-bill rates. Various studies have shown that it exhibits structural instability in both

mean and variance, see, e.g. Garcia and Perron (1996), Gray (1996), Ang and Bekaert (2002)

and Pesaran and Timmermann (2006). We use monthly data on the 3-months Treasury Bill

rates from 1947:07-2002:12, obtained from the Federal Bank of St. Louis database. The

period prior to 1968:12 is used for in-sample estimation, and we consider forecasting horizons

of 12, 24, 36, 48 and 60 months. The basic model adopted is a simple AR(1) process with

stochastic volatility given by:

yt = 1t + 2tyt1 + ,tt

ln2,t = ln2,t1 + v,t

In all cases, we allow mean-reversion in the parameters and the covariate wt used to model the

time-varying probabilities of shifts is the growth rate of GDP when a single latent Bernoulli

varaible is present. When two are present, the additional covariate is the absolute change

in stock returns (S&P 500). We consider five possible specifications: 1) AR_level shift_SV

(K
2t = 0 and K

t = 0); 2) AR_RLS_SV (K
1t = 0 and K

t = 0); 3) AR_RLS (K
1t = 0

and K
t = 0); 4) AR_level shift (K


2t = 0 and K


t = 0); 5) AR_K


1t_K


2t with K


1t and K


2t

allowed to be dierent latent Bernoulli processes. The performance of the models is assessed

relative to four commonly used forecasting methods: 1) a 5 years rolling average (used as the
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benchmark model); 2) a 10 years rolling average; 3) a recursive OLS based an a first-order

autoregression with fixed parameters; 4) a time-varying probability model in which 2t is

modelled as a random walk.

The results are presented In Table 6 for various forecast periods and forecast horizons h =

12, 24, 36, 48, 60 months. Consider first the results for the longest forecasting period 1968-

2002. Here, the best forecasting model for all horizons is the AR_RLS with the coecient

on the lagged dependent variable allowed to follow a random level shift process. The gains in

forecast accuracy vary between 6 and 17% and increase as the forecasting horizon increases.

The same model with added stochastic volatility is the second best. We then separate the

forecasting period into three decades: the 70s, the 80s and the 90. In the 70s, the 5 years

rolling average is overall the best, though all models perform about the same with the

exception of the TVP and the AR_K
1t_K


2t models whose performances are inferior. For

the 80s, the best forecasting models are again the AR_RLS with the coecient on the

lagged dependent variable allowed to follow a random level shift process and its variant

that incorporate a stochastic volatility component. The improvements in forecast accuracy

are quite impressive, ranging from 14% at short-horizon to 60% at long-horizon relative

to the benchmark model. For the 90s, the best performing model is the AR_K
1t_K


2t for

which both the mean and autoregressive coecient are changing according to dierent latent

Bernoulli processes. Note, however, that all models with random level shifts in parameters

perform better than the benchmark 5 years rolling average.

Overall, the evidence again indicates that important gains in forecast accuracy can be

obtained using our forecasting models and that they are robust in the sense that in no case

do hey performs substantially worse than the popular forecasting methods. Overall, for

the application, the AR_RLS model with the coecient on the lagged dependent variable

allowed to follow a random level shift process is the best and most robust across the various

specifications considered.

7 Conclusion

We proposed a forecasting framework based on modeling the parameters as random level shift

processes dictated by a Bernoulli process for the occurrence of shifts and a normal random

variable for its magnitude. Some or all of the parameters of the model can be allowed to

change and the latent variables that dictate the changes can be common or dierent for each

parameters. Also, the variance of the errors may change in a similar manner. To improve the

forecasting performance we augmented the basic model to allow the probability of shifts to
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be a function of some covariates which can be forecasted and to incorporate a mean-reversion

mechanism such that the parameters tend to revert back to the pre-forecast average.

Our model can be cast into a non-linear non-Gaussian state space framework for which

standard Kalman filter type algorithms cannot be used. To provide a computationally ef-

ficient method of estimation, we rely on recent developments on particle filtering methods.

Simulations show that the estimation method provides very reliable results in finite samples.

The parameters are estimated precisely and the filtered estimates of the time path of the

parameters follow closely the true process.

We apply our forecasting model to a variety of series which have been the object of

considerable attention from a forecasting point of view. These include the equity premium,

inflation, exchange rates and the Treasury bill interest rates. In each case, we compare

the forecast accuracy of our model relative to the most important forecasting methods used

applicable for each dierent variable. We also consider dierent forecasting sub-samples or

periods. The results show clear gains in forecasting accuracy, sometimes by a very wide

margin; e.g., over 80% reduction in mean squared forecast error for the equity premium over

all popular contenders.

Finally, note that given the availability of the proper code for estimation and forecasting,

the method is very flexible and easy to implement. For a given forecasting model, all that

is required by the users are: 1) which parameters (including the variance of the errors if

desired) are subject to change; 2) whether the same or dierent latent Bernoulli processes

dictates the timing of the changes in each parameters; 3) which covariates are potential

explanatory variable to model the probability of shifts.
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Table 1: Simulation Results for the Basic and Full Models
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Table 3.1: Equity Premium Forecasting Comparisons for the Period 1998-2012
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Table 3.2: Equity Premium Forecasting Comparisons for the Period 1988-1996
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Note: Bold numbers indicate entries with smaller MSFE than for the benchmark model. Num-
bers with an asterisk refer to the model with the smallest MSFE amongst all models. RLS_meanrevert:
unconditional mean model with level shifts and mean reversion; Constant+dividend_RLS_mean:
multivariate model with a constant term and lagged dividend yield as regressors and the coecient of
the lagged dividend yield follows a level shift process with mean reversion; Constant_RLS_mean+dividend:
multivariate regression model with a constant term and lagged dividend yield as regressors and the
constant term follows a level shift process with mean reversion.
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Table 4: Inflation Forecasting Comparisons
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Note: Bold numbers indicate entries with smaller MSFE than for the benchmark model. Num-
bers with an asterisk refer to the model with the smallest MSFE amongst all models. UC_SV
refers to the unobserved components stochastic volatility model; AR(AIC) is the autoregression
model with lag order determined by AIC; AO_12 is the Atkeson-Ohanian model using the previ-
ous 12 months average as the forecast; PC_U refers to the backward-looking Phillip Curve model
using the unemployment rate as regressor; PC_dU refers to the backward-looking Phillips Curve
model using the first dierences of the unemployment rate; UC_SV-modified is the the unobserved
components model with a random level shit process; PC_RLS_SV is the Phillips Curve model
with coecient following a random level shift process and with random walk stochastic volatility.
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Table 5.1: Exchange Rate Forecasting Comparisons; Canada
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Table 5.2: Exchange Rate Forecasting Comparisons; Japan
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@A-BIK'=LK*= !"#'*$ !"#**$, !"#)+!, !"#&#! !"#)*& !"#)%% !"#'$'

C.D51EF5<?<53G%>H= !"#&#+ !"#%#! !"##'( !"##)# !"##'' !"##%+ !"##%)
C.D51EI-J"M>/H5.=>1/N !"#%)& !"##%! !"###' !"###& !"###) !"###' !"###%
C.D51EI-J"M1O=PO=3Q.PN !"#&%* !"#%'* !"##'% !"##)( !"##&' !"##&+ !"##&(
C.D51EIR1/G=./=F>/H5.=>1/IK= '7*';( '7,,9+ !"#%+$ !"#)(% !"#)*( !"#)'+ !"#'!!
C.D51EIR1/G=./=F1O=PO=IK= !"#'*$ !"#%$) '7,,:) '7,,;: '7,,); '7,,:( '7,,:8
C.D51EIR1/G=./=F>/H5.=>1/IK'=LK*= '7,9+; !"#%#' !"#%'* !"#%&( !"#%&) !"#%)% !"#%'#
C.D51EIR1/G=./=F1O=PO=IK'=LK*= '7,+*9 '7,,8( '7,,9* !"#%(' !"#'%' !"#%!' !"#%(!

Note: Bold numbers indicate entries with smaller MSFE than for the benchmark model. Num-
bers with an asterisk refer to the model with the smallest MSFE amongst all models.
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Table 6: Treasury Bill Rate Forecasting Comparisons
!"##$%"&'%(')*+,#-$(%.-/*)&012$.-#*&03-$45!6 !"#$%&''&

!"#$ !"$% !"&' !"%( !"')
*+,,-./01023456 #7)) #7)) #7)) #7)) #7))
*+,,-./0#)023456 #7)) #7)) !"#$ !"#$ !"#$
*38956-830:;< !"## !"#% !"#& !"#' !"#(
=>? #7%' $7#@ $7%@ $7$( $7#A
B*C*;<CD34. !"#)* !"#!* !"+)* !"+,* !"+'*
B*C,3E3,06!-FG #7)) #7)@ #7#) #7#1 #7$#
B*C*;<C<> !"#$ !"#( !"+$ !"+% !"+$
B*C,3E3,06!-FGC<> #7)% #7)@ #7)A #7#% #7$)
B*CH#GIH$G #7&% #7#( #7)$ !"#% !"#'
5"7$%"&'%(')*+,#-$(%.-/*)& .-#*&03- 45!6 !"(')*

!"#$ !"$% !"&' !"%( !"')
*+,,-./01023456 #7)) #7)) #7)) #7)) #7))
*+,,-./0#) 23456 #7)% #7)' #7)$ !"##* #7)#
*38956-830:;< #7)1 #7)A #7)( #7#) #7)A
=>? #7&# #711 #7'' #7@1 #7''
B*C*;<CD34. #7)' #7#$ #7#) #7#& #7#(
B*C,3E3,06!-FG !"##* #7)@ #7## #7#1 #7#'
B*C*;<C<> #7)( #7#1 #7#% #7#( #7$1
B*C,3E3,06!-FGC<> #7)' #7#) #7## #7#1 #7#'
B*CH#GIH$G #7$( #7&% #7&) #7&# #7&'

!"$')*
*+,,-./01023456 #7)) #7)) #7)) #7)) #7))
*+,,-./0#)023456 !"#& !"+, !"+% !"#) !"#,
*38956-830:;< !"#% !"++ !"+( !"+) !"+'
=>? #7'1 &7)' &711 $7A( $7@$
B*C*;<CD34. !"+$* !"$' !",( !",! !")!
B*C,3E3,06!-FG #7)# #7#) #7#' #7$' #7&@
B*C*;<C<> !"+% !"$&* !")+* !")+* !"'$*
B*C,3E3,06!-FGC<> #7)& #7)@ #7#& #7$% #7&@
B*CH#GIH$G #7%% #7#% !"%& !",# !"),

!""')*
*+,,-./01023456 #7)) #7)) #7)) #7)) #7))
*+,,-./0#)023456 #7$% #7#$ #7)) !"#, !"+%
*38956-830:;< !"#& !"%# !"%& !"$) !",'
=>? !"## !"+% !"++ !"+& !"+&
B*C*;<CD34. !"#& !"+! !"%) !"$$ !",%
B*C,3E3,06!-FG !"++ !"%# !"$, !",$ !",+
B*C*;<C<> !"#, !"+! !"$& !")#* !",'
B*C,3E3,06!-FGC<> !"#( !"%% !"$' !",! !",!*
B*CH#GIH$G !"%+* !"$,* !",$* !",) !",,

Note: Bold numbers indicate entries with smaller MSFE than for the benchmark model. Num-
bers with an asterisk refer to the model with the smallest MSFE amongst all models. Recursive
OLS refers to the OLS method with an expanding estimation window; Rolling 5 years and 10 years
refer to OLS models with window lengths set at 5 and 10 years; TVP stands for time varying
parameter model; AR_RLS_mean is the AR(1) model with AR cocient following a level shift
process with mean reversion; AR_level shift is the AR(1) model allowing for level shifts in the
constant term; AR_levelshift_SV and AR_RLS_SV also incorporate stochastic volatility into the
error term. AR_K1t, K2t allows for both the constant term and the AR coecient to follow a
level shift process with two dierent latent variables and mean reversion.
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Figure 1: Particle Filtered Estimates and Trues Values of the Parameter Process
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Figure 2: Particle Filtered Estimates and True Values of the Parameter and Stochastic
Volatility Processes

Panel A: Particle Filtered Estimates of the Parameter Process
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Panel B: Particle Filtered Estimates of the Stochastic Volatility
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Figure 3: Out-of-Sample Forecasts of the Equity Premium
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Figure 3 (Cont’d): Out-of-Sample Forecasts of the Equity Premium
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Figure 4: Out-of-Sample Forecasts of Inflation
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